No core Full Configurational Interaction (NCFCI) calculations of Nuclear Bonding energy are resource demanding, in particular, computational time scales exponentially with the nucleon number A. In contrast to that, usage of quantum computers would allow an efficient (in polynomial time) NCFCI calculation and speed-up for other beyond-M ean-Field (correlation energy including) methods. To initiate feasibility studies of given quantum algorithms, we present an introduction to preliminary classicalcomputer simulation for the case of spherical nuclei (and 4 He in particular) within NCFCI with realistic chiral NNLO_opt potential.
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the creation/annihilation refers to w complete orthonormal (ON) sets of one-particle functions (defined on spatial and spin-1/2 domains) -for an ordinary nuclei w = 2, one set corresponding to protons, one to neutrons (e.g. we can reserve negative integers for the former and positive for latter). In the standard formulation, number of creation and annihilation operators for the given type of nucleon must be same in each term in ( 
While particular example tested consists of at most 2-body interactions (k = 2, the simplest non-trivial), the quantum algorithm presented can be generalized for any k (and any w). In (4) the complex coefficient is therefore identified with matrix element of n-body force operator in one-particle ON basis set. Due to the indistinguishability of identical nucleons and hermitian character of hamiltonian, coefficients V (n) must obey relations
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where P is an arbitrary permutation of identical nucleon indices. For presented case of k = 2 and w = 2 ON set of Hartree-Fock (HF, Mean-field, [9-11]) solutions for the ground state of double magic nuclei has been used, starting with 4 He. The HF equations has following form
where Fockians ("(p)" for protons, "(n)" for neutrons ) in arbitrary ON basis sets   
where V (1) = h (r) represents operator of kinetic energy, second line on right side (10) is an antisymmetrized matrix element of proton-proton (for r = p) or neutronneutron (r = n) interaction a operator and third line represent proton-neutron interaction energy operator matrix element (s = n if r = p and vice versa), the summations is over occupied (0s 1/2) one-particle states for given nucleon. Eq. 
where  = -1 for r = p and  = +1 for r = n, for the HF ground state wave-function
where for 4 He, kZ = k2 = (-1,-2), qA-Z = q2 = (1,2) for the two lowest lying m-levels for each nucleon type. For any realistic nucleon-nucleon potential there is no analytical solution for either HF eigen-problem or an general beyond-HF eigen-problem of the hamiltonian (1). The numerical solution is done by restriction to finite-dimensional one-particle subspaces (defined by index sets I (p) , I (n) ). For most bounded state properties HF solution should serve as a mere ON one-particle basis set generating procedure and more realistic A-body wavefunctions (respecting correlations between particle motions) should be obtained through diagonalization of (1) within (subspace) of product space of restricted oneparticle state spaces for each particle. Due to the Ritz a Please see Supplementary Information for the details. The two-body interaction contains also (second quantized form of) mass-polarization term (1/M)pi·pj (pi being linear momentum of i-th particle) due to the CM S energy subtraction. While the first two classes in fact avoid to calculate FCI energy itself, the only true solution is the last one. Proof-of-principle of a particular algorithm for a theoretical quantum computer device will be presented in the next section.
Abrams-Lloyd Algorithm and Iterative Phase Estimation

Introduction
While the first applications of Abrams -Lloyd algorithm [4] have been tailored for computational (ab initio) quantum chemistry [4-8] (e.g. FCI for electronic structure for fixed nuclei [26, 38] , FCI for electrons and nuclei in molecule treated on equal footing via the NOMO approach [30] ), the possibility to use AbramsLloyd algorithm for computational physics problem has been also previously suggested (e.g. [31] ).
Here the main steps of the algorithm will be briefly reminded. The algorithm aim is to estimate hamiltonian H eigenvalue E for given multiparticle stationary state based on representation of evolution operator U = exp(-i t H).
Inputs for algorithm
The inputs for algorithm consists of:
Bounds Emin, Emax to estimated eigenvalue, such t h at
Emin < E < Emax and desired accuracy in number of bits, m (the usual choices would be m = 17 to 27). 
Estimate (initial guess)
for any combination of  and m, h has a lower bound,
therefore the condition S > Scrit is necessary to assure that pm > 0.5. By eventual repetition of quantum computer algorithm, the success probability can be then amplified as close to 1.00 as desired.
When the algorithm is just simulated for smaller number of one-particle basis states on a classical computer, the desired result and corresponding probability is well known and number of algorithm repetitions r to achieve probabilities of, e.g., 0.99, 0.9999 or 0.999999 can be computed c [30] . However, in b Even though this expression is a lower bound to probability, in most cases, the true probability isn't much higher than bound. The possible difference is due to the "overlap" of probability distribution peaks associated to different eigenvalues of studied hamiltonian H. In a typical case, the gap between eigenvalue in question and its neighbors is by orders larger than read-out accuracy (2 -m ) and (13) can be considered as an equation. 
case of real quantum computer, the basis size N (e.g. cardinality of one-particle basis sets) might be huge, not allowing classical computer calculation in realistic time, so success probability might not be known prior to calculation itself. Therefore it is important to do parametric study suggesting that chosen initial guess values for which classical simulation is possible to N for which calculation will be done exclusively on quantum computer). Given extrapolated overlap S we can estimate pm and number of repetitions r needed for result to be correctly decided from majority voting on (in each algorithm run) obtained binary expansions. In an unfortunate case, we would fail to choose correct eigenvector guess, the algorithm result is still not void, but provide us by the eigenvalue corresponding to eigenvector which has largest overlap with initial guess used.
Possible initial guess should have to be representable efficiently, i.e. through at most polynomially (in oneparticle basis set size) many unitary gates. The most straightforward choice would be Hartree-Fock (Mean Field) guess. However, for a multireference states (common for excited states but in case of s mall gap between highest occupied one-particle state and lowest unoccupied one or for open-shell systems possible for ground state as well) this choice might lead to S < Scrit and more sophisticated initial guess would be recommended. First way would be beyond-Mean field eigenvector calculated with less computationally demanding method than FCI -e.g. CISD, CISDTQ, CCSD, MBPT or FCI [11, 16] with excitations restricted to given, limited number of unoccupied (virtual) spin orbitals (Fockian eigenvectors) within same one-particle basis set generated by Hartree-Fock calculation. Second, different one-particle basis set (but connected with the one used in quantum algorithm via finite-dimensional unitary transformation) might be generated from MCSCF or as Natural Orbitals (NO) through diagonalization of one-particle density matrix from Many Body Perturbation Theory (MBPT) of some higher order [11, 16] Inside the algorithm, the Hadamard gate, 01 10
Algorithm description
Abrams
is applied on each of m qubits of a register (boxes with H symbol in Fig. 1 ) creating equal weights superposition of binary numbers in a.
Then sequence of conditioned applications of quantum gate representation of U on register b is done (the lowest written wire in Fig. 1 
The last step is a measurement of all m qubits in a register, denoted by " " in Fig. 1 -to obtain m bits f1, f2, …, fm binary representation of energy through (17). Since in previous step, the quantum core is in an entangled state, where, however, amplitude of component entangled to desired binary representation of a correct energy E(0) should dominate, this step will lead to correct result with probability pm given by (13).
At the end of the algorithm, the quantum register a is in state corresponding to measurement outcome and eigenvector in question is encoded inside the quantum register b as 1 b  (with the probability pm it is the eigenvector we searched for). As wave-function is not an observable, there is no simple way how to read it from quantum computer qubit-based memory. However, we could exploit it for some subsequent quantum algorithm -e.g. recover as much as possible information through Quantum Tomography [40] [41] .
All sources of quantum computer powersuperpositioning (Hadamard gate application), parallelism (ease to create all 2 m components in (19) in m steps), entanglement (the entangled state in (19)) and destructive interference (the inverse QFT) are exploited in PEA and this would lead to an exponential speed up for FCI energy calculation when compared to classical computer-based procedure… under an important preposition that both initial eigenvector guess and evolution operator U application (in general it is a l-qubit gate and should be decomposed into elementary one and two-qubit gates from universal quantum logic gate set [3] ) will be represented efficiently (i.e. in number of time-steps (elementary gates) polynomial in one-particle basis set cardinality N). The latter preposition and U gate decomposition will be discussed in following section 2.2.4 and the initial sate preparation in 2.2.5
Computational complexity
The U, exponential of shifted and scaled hamiltonian (1), can be rewritten in a simplified form as
where hX are hermitian combinations of terms from expansion (1), e.g. for some X = X0, 
where k,p(k) are real coefficients fulfilling
,  is number of terms in operator sum in (21) and p is projection from set {1,2,…,2} on set {1,2,…,}. For k,p(k) value determination, please see [44] , [3] . As discussed in [37] , the order  should be optimized. Too low order will provide an inaccurate approximation to the evolution operator U, yet too high order will lead to greater accumulated error (in classical computer simulation arising from rounding, in quantum computation from gate application error and decoherence). The optimization can be formulated (for an ideal quantum computer) as a minimization of q product (since the total number of exponential terms used to represent unitary operator U by elementary quantum gates is equal to q and  is a fixed constant, for minimization technical details, see formula (296) in [37] and Fig. 7 there) .
Then, each creation and annihilation operator in (22) or in any hX term is represented via quantum gates acting on register a storing the eigenvector of U.
In case of the direct mapping the b quantum register qubits simply store the occupation numbers of m-levels (one-particle state characterized in Harmonic Oscillator scheme by fixed n, l, j and m quantum numbers) and since nucleons are fermions the binary character of qubits is well fit for this representation (occupation numbers are in {0;1}). Let us denote the total number of m-levels used in suggested calculation as Nm. As an example, wave-function representation for 4 
when compared to classical diagonalization time for FCI hamiltonian matrix which is . 2) increase (e.g. from FCI to FCI(2)) as one-particle basis set (of a fixed cardinality) is generated through HF closer to HF limit. As an example, |c1| 2 /|c0| 2 , relative configuration weight for the second most abundant configuration (for the first two rows in Tab 
Conclusion
Preliminary classical CI calculations indicate quantum Abrams-Lloyd algorithm feasible for 4 He ground state FCI calculations, (at least for smaller basis set size) with the simplest single-determinantal initial eigenvector guess (identical to Hartree-Fock solution). For excited states, linear combination of a smaller set of configuration should be used as an initial eigenvector guess. As will be listed in following section, the feasibility studies should carry on for 4 He and later to be extended to larger nuclei. Different quantum algorithms than Abrams-Lloyd should be investigated as well. 
